
 
 
 
 

     Tailormade to  needs.  
 
 
Type 3515 is a single cartridge seal 
specially developed by SIGMA SEALS for 
Ahlstorm Ahlstar pumps. This is a unique 
seal design that replaces Dura’s X-101,  
Safematic’s SEW-P, Burgmann’s LP-S-S32, 
John  Crane’s 88SF seal or gland packings 
without any modifications  or measuring of 
the pump.It is one of the most effective seal 
design for cooking, evaporation and 
caustisizing plant of Pulp and Paper 
industry. 
 

 
 
Features :  
The unique features of Type 3515 are: 

1. Solid and not shrunk fit seal faces are 
used in this design  making it 
extremely rugged for the arduous duty 
in the pulp and paper industry. 

2. Cartridge arrangement makes 
installation fast and easy. 

3. Multiple spring provide uniform face 
loading and hence lower power 
consumption. Spring are totally 
isolated from the product making the 
seal virtually clog free. 

4. Inboard seal parts are interchangeable 
with  Type 3525 

 
Operating Conditions: 
Pressure : Up to 25 Kg/cm² 

Temperature : Up to 250º C      
(Depending on material used)                               
Velocity : Up to 20 m/s 
 
 
 
 

 
  
    
 
      SINGLE CARTRIDGE SEAL  
                        FOR AHLSTROM 
                      AHLSTAR PUMPS 

 
 

Bearing Assembly Seal 
1 3515-0030 
2 3515-0040 
3 3515-0050 
4 3515-0060 
5 3515-0080 
6 3515-0090 

 
Installation  

1. Lubricate the pump shaft and shaft sleeve 
‘O’ Ring (Part No. 11 and 11B) with silicon 
oil or water based soap solution. Caution : 
Never use mineral based lubricants with 
EPDM ‘O’ rings. 

2. Slide the seal Cartridge onto the pump shaft 
along with Gland Plate (Part No. 1A). 

3. Assemble the stuffing box with the bearing 
housing of the pump. 

4. Rotate the Seal housing (Part No. 1) and 
position  the quench water hole in the 
desired orientation. 

5. Fasten the Gland plate to the stuffing box 
making sure that it is not over tightened. 

6. Insert the Stub Sleeve(Part No. 10A) on to 
the shaft. 

7. Fit the PTFE ‘O’ring (Part No. 11A) on to 
Stub Sleeve. 

8. Fit the pump impeller. 
9. Evenly tighten the Set Screws (Part No. S) 

and remove the Location Tabs (Part No. 
LT) 

 
Operation and Use: 

1. Type 3515 is a single cartridge  seal and 
requires quenching never run the seal 
without first starting the quench water. 
Regulate the quench flow to 2 to 4 litres/m. 
 The temperature of the quench water at                                    
the outlet should not exceed 60°C.     
Increase the flow if temperature goes above 
60° C 

                                                                                                                         


